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Years Working With 
World's Best Brands10 

Over the years of working with top suppliers and 
most demanding clients, youb group have refined 
the ideals and values that define and guide both 
our work and relationships. For example, that built-
in closets should be hidden and stay hidden as part 
of the background. 

These are important because quality is never 
random. At Bocaveli we strive for bettering our 
work. On a daily basis we look for where we failed, 
areas of improvement and new designs. Our busy 
time is filled with discussions among designers and 
engineers. 

The results are luxury spaces which accentuate 
uniqueness and distinctiveness. While we integrate 
designs which allow elaborations and the fancy 
without clutter, for when and where clients feel so, 
we abide by a principle of finding beauty in 
simplicity. That by no means distracts us from the 
details. To the contrary, that pushes our 
workmanship to brinks of obsessive perfectionism. 
At the end, however, we listen closely to what 
clients say, feel and want. All in all because our 
work is going to be part of our clients' everyday life, 
function and comfort.Bocaveli Founded in 1396 by 
our founder sadra Bousheri after 10 years of 
working with world's best furniture brands, such as 
Poggenpohl, Lualdi, Dornbracht and Aster and 
Armony Cucine.



Bocaveli 
is Perfect
for Perfectionists



Our Showroom



We never 
compromise 
on perfection



German Embassy





&
Is the way we combine two or more 
materials with each other.
we call it Bocaveli Detail design.





Functional
Design
At the heart of every piece of 
our practical design,  there is a 
function, a task the item is 
expected to perform.

Most functions can be 
achieved in a variety of ways, 
but there are some basic 
elements a designer needs to 
take into account to create a 
product that best fulfills its 
intended function.





Fereshte St.



Post 
Modern
This entire style can only be understood in terms 
of rejecting modernism, a style of high ideals and 
minimalist design



Grando Project





Grando Project



Assef St, Zaferanieh





Assef St, Zaferanieh



Assef St, Zaferanieh



Kitchens 
for Professionals 



A kitchen is much more than a 
necessity, and todayʼs designs all but 
prove it can be lifted from the pages 
of domestic pragmatism into a work 
of art. 

Beginning with every conceivable 
material, from granite to glass, and 
finishing with your own personal 
style finale, the modern kitchen is 
your culinary showcase.
Featuring state-of-the-art 
technology and installation motifs, 
the superb modern kitchen can 
boast galley-style wood flooring, 
flat-panel cabinets, stainless steel 
detail and appliances and size-
appropriate islands, to name just a 
few.

Convenience and sophistication 
need not be at odds with each other; 
with an up-to-date and personalized 
kitchen you can most certainly have 
your cassoulet, eat it too.

Mahmoudieh, plq23







Assef St, Zaferanieh



At Bocaveli we strive for 
bettering our work. 

On a daily basis we look for 
where we failed, areas of 
improvement and new 
designs. 

Our busy time is filled with 
discussions among 
designers and engineers. 

These are important 
because quality is never 
random.

Brilliant
& 

Functional

Assef St, Zaferanieh



Assef St, Zaferanieh



Elahieh



Detailed
Perfection

To make perfect products we are  
improving our, team, knowlage, 
process and technics until they 
become faultless.



Perfect
for Perfectionists



“White has stood the test of time 
because itʼs clean and fresh,” says 
award-winning designer Mick de 
Giulio, of de Giulio Kitchen Design 
in Wilmette, Ill. 

There isnʼt a better way to 
approach design.”

We love white
Kitchens



Our customers can be sure that they will 
get the very best from us.

Andazgou



There are many good reasons for 
choosing a Bocaveli kitchen. 

These include the wide choice of finishes 
and materials; enduring construction; 
made to measure individuality; and the 
highest standards of quality.

Yet there is ultimately a single, 
overriding reason why: 

our customers can be sure that they will 
get the very best from us. 
The very best quality, the longest life 
and the very best of support. 

Our kitchen is an investment for life.
Saadat abad



Bocaveli
Wardrboes
Improving our qulity since 1384
From that day to this, we have followed 
the vision of our founder, Sadra Bousheri 
who set out to improve the quality and 
design day by day.

Mahmoudieh





Why Minimal 
Wardrobes?
We do belive thet our products 
are acting as background.



Absolute 
Customization

made to measure individuality



Mahmoudieh



Combinations
Technical expertise, materials of 
the highest quality, meticulous 
craftsmanship and trend-setting 
design go into every Bocaveli 
product. 

At our factory, we pay the 
utmost attention to detail and 
aim for perfection in everything 
we make. 

That is the Bocaveli way.

Mahmoudieh



These are the elements of functional 
design, The process of responding to the 
needs or desires of the people who will 
use Bocaveli products in a way that 
allows their needs or desires to be met. 
Functional design is both an outcome 
and a process. As an outcome, it 
describes products that work well to 
perform their assigned tasks; as a 
process, functional design is a set of 
practices guided by the principles that 
produce that positive outcome.

Inside
or Outside 



Not Frameless
 but invisible

Frameless cabinets combine modern, 
full-overlay, flush-fitting doors and 
drawers with unobstructed, full-access 
interiors that provide more storage 
and an organized space while 
providing superior strength, function, 
and style.

Niavaran



Modern 
but Classic
Modern Classic is an extremely popular 
design style. We found, that many people 
arenʼt sure how it differs from Classic design, 
and have a skewed concept of both styles.

There are plenty of differences between the 
two; some obvious, some subtle.



Kharazm St.



Ammar St.

You Can Walk 
into Closets
Closet types in general can be divided into 
walk-in closet, reach-in closet, and wardrobe. 
The main function of all types of closet is to 
keep our belonging safe and arranged like 
clothes and shoes.

In some houses, closets are built in a rather 
small space; however, in other houses the 
closets are made in a larger space so it can 
become a walk-in closet.

A walk-in closet allows people to enjoy the 
experience of choosing the perfect outfit for 
the day.

More importantly, walk-in closetʼs design is not 
limited to time and era because each of walk-in 
closets have its own unique qualities that you 
may prefer.



Niavaran Maryam St.



Personalised
design solutions to make everyday 
use more enjoyable
A walk-in closet allows people to enjoy the 
experience of choosing the perfect outfit for the day.



Fereshte St.



YOUBuilt it
Our team work is actually the collective effort of 
each and every team member to achieve their 
assigned goal. 

No member can afford to sit back and expect the 
other member to perform on his behalf. The team 
members must be committed towards their team as 
well as their organization to avoid conflicts. 

Nothing productive comes out of unnecessary 
conflict and in turn diverts the concentration and 
focus of the team members. Every member should 
adopt an adjusting and a flexible attitude. 

One should consider his team members as a part of 
his extended family all working together towards a 
common goal. 

Bocaveli team members must be dependent on 
each other for the best to come out.



YOUB group
Representative of bocaveli

Poggenpohl and lualdi in iran
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